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“I’ll Just Rent it out!” 
Conversational Advancer 

 
1) That may be a great financial decision. Have you ever been a landlord before? 
Interesting! 
 
2) Do you have the resources to handle a tenant that becomes unable to afford to pay 
the rent… putting you into an uncomfortable eviction process during which you my 
have to hire an attorney to get your property back…. and do you realize that the eviction 
process can take months?  
 
3) Tenants have far more rights than landlords in most states… do you know the laws in 
yours for landlords? 
 
4) …And then what happens when things go wrong with the property? Do you realize 
that real estate is an active investment ... and that things happen when people are living 
in your home? There are vacancies and ad costs and repairs to consider, right?   
 • Will your income be enough to leave reserves for all that? 
 
5) It isn’t like buying stocks ... that just sit in your safe... Flooring, window coverings, 
appliances, painting, plumbing, the electrical system, the yard etc… Things can go 
wrong.  
 
6) Many people don’t understanding that when you rent your home for more than short 
time; your property’s tax status changes too from a primary residence to an 
investment… and your taxes on gain change… Have you talked to a tax professional 
about the repercussions of turning a home into a rental?  
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7) As you know, the market is constantly changing. We know what it’s worth now… but 
we don’t know what will happen in the future. Waiting to sell, if that’s what you really 
want to do…  is a strategy that could work against you. 
  
8) Are you going to buy a new home?  Lenders generally only allow 75% of projected 
rents as income and charge the whole payment as a debt against your qualifying 
income ... This may cause you to qualify for less on your new home.  
 
9) What do you think you can rent your home for? $1500 And what is your total 
current payment?  $1700. How much will you budget for vacancy? Repairs? A Property 
Manager (9-11%)? Vacancy(1 mo a year is considered normal)? Advertising? Cleaning, 
painting and other maintenance between tenants?  So your monthly negative could be 
$XXXX over the years you’re waiting to sell… if that’s just 2-5 years that could mean 
$XXXX total. Does it make more sense to just sell now? 
 
11) Are you prepared to transfer your home into an LLC or a Limited Partnership and 
to carry additional liability insurance to protect your family’s assets & to limit your 
liability?  
 
12) Be sure that you have a realistic view of this option... Are you beginning to see that 
this is much more involved & complicated than you may have considered?  
 

I’m glad that we’re talking... 
 
 

 


